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Wish to Play Piano with Gusto?

You can! Just invest 30 minutes per day for a month.

An instrument with high demand 
all around the world, it is also one 
with many deserters. 
85% of learners give up on their 
first year. 
A year spent and no progress. 
How do we solve this?

Use EasyPiano, Tune-made’s online piano 
tutor service.

We help you to play the piano easily and 
in a short time, systematically teaching 
what you’ve been doing wrong until now.

30 minutes per day for a week will make 
a difference. A month later, you will be 
able to play your favorite song in front 
of others!

Online Tutor EasyPiano



A systematic left hand training
Piano performance produces beautiful sound 
when the two hands are synchronized. 
Although we focus on the right hand because 
of the melody, the right hand can’t perform its 
best unless the accompanying left hand is 
perfected. Master the left hand on EasyPiano. 
You will get amazing results.

Fundamental bar repetition system
Practicing important bars slowly over and over 
can help a lot. EasyPiano helps the fingers, not 
the mind, remember those bars. Practicing the 
core bars for a week allows you to play your 
song of choice fairly.

Appropriate scores
Find scores that are appropriate for your level 
on EasyPiano. EasyPiano provides complimentary 
sheets every week. 
They are written by professional composers for 
beginners to practice. Also, you can purchase 
various sheets provided by other people on the 
online track store.
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My very own rectial
You can get many ad-libs and band 
accompaniments that will enrich your piano 
performance and add fun to it. Complete 
your own recital by mixing your piano 
performances. Another free service, the 
Interactive Music Studio, will allow you to 
produce new accompaniments using 
instruments of your choice.

Online professional help
Whenever you have questions or concerns 
about playing the piano, you can find answers 
by sharing them with others on the EasyPiano 
community. Or you can find paid lessons using 
videos online by professionals. 
You can also share your talent and teach piano 
lessons to others in EasyPiano and receive 
payment.

User participation
Did you learn how to play the piano in a 
week? Were you able to play your song of 
choice in a month? 
If so, brag about it on EasyPiano. If you upload 
your video online, we will let others appreciate. 
If you gain fame here, you also become a 
piano star.
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Everyone has at least once 
thought about making their 
favorite song into a track or 
playing an instrument. 
However, they don’t even dare 
to try because of a vague fear 
of music.

Interactive Music Studio

Have a Song You Want to Make?

You can! Anyone can easily on Tune-made.

If you use Tune-made revolutionary web platform 
of music production and chat-bot service, you can 
learn music very easily and be able to produce 
music and play your favorite songs in just a few hours.



Interactive Music Studio
Web server based real-time music production service
Development of real-time music-production technology 
through web servers 
Allows anyone to easily create music simply through 
a web browser.

As a platform service, it makes it possible to type 
in the notes you want as letters in a web browser 
to make music you desire. 
There are over 100 diverse and real instrument 
sounds prepared for your use. You can collaborate 
with internet friends all over the world and mix 
your own instrument playing and singing to 
produce your personalized music that can be 
uploaded onto social networking sites.

AI Chat-bot MUSE
Interactive music participation service that uses chat-bot
Provides interactive music production education that uses 
chatting instead of menu selection
Grafting of natural language processing technology that 
is based on AI
Makes it possible to acquire music theory and technique 
by chatting on the web or a mobile device

You can use the chat-bot to create music through 
conversation. Application of AI-based natural 
language processing technology makes it possible 
to effectively acquire basic music theory and 
songwriting techniques while having a conversation 
through chatting on the web or a mobile device. 
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Key Technologies
The music conversion engine that is based on the Mediacast web server plays the letters 
typed in by users as high-quality audio files. It is no longer impossible to make and edit 
music even if you don’t have instruments or professional songwriting programs and 
cannot read sheet music. It is also possible to freely edit music created by other people 
and even add your own instrumental sounds .

Platform Profit Model
Music lovers create music which is 
competitively used by wannabe stars. 
This is where professional musicians 
step in to answer the demand for better 
quality by making sheet music and 
recording tracks to sell on the track store. 

Areas of Application
The technologies and products of Mediacast can be applied to a diverse range of areas. 
● Musical activity of social media users
● Production of game or religious music
● Production of music for use in videos for Youtube as well as music videos
● Offline music and instrument lessons
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Would you like to make a nice song in just one minute? How do you feel 
about learning to play the piano easily? Come visit the Tunemade website 
which serves as Mediacast’s platform service.

www.tune-made.com

Come to Tunemade, Mediacast’s platform service, 
where anyone can easily create music.

         www.tune-made.com

Furthermore, you can interact with other people, 
make music together, and share musical knowledge.

Tunemade may be difficult to use at 
first but chat-bot MUSE is always 
ready to converse and help you with 
any questions.

Do you wish to play the piano beautifully?

Start the online tutor service EasyPiano. 
In one month, you too will be a skilled pianist. 
You will also be able to make your music even 
better and show off.

Tunemade Platform Service Fee System

Tunemade platform service

Online Tutor EasyPiano

Music Production and Sharing

Purchase of Professional Tracks

Online Content Use

Purchase of Sheet Music

Professional Lessons

Free

Paid
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Paid
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Our Vision
To provide a platform service, using the key technologies of the 4th industrial 
revolution such as mergence of the web and the mobile, AI, cloud service technology, 
which allows internet users to collaborate while easily creating and sharing music on 
the web or on a mobile device. This allows people to satisfy their personal demand 
for creation and going one step further, the distribution of recordings and content by 
professional musicians will form an open social media ecosystem that creates profit.

About Us
Mediacast, Inc., was founded in 2016 with the business goal of 
building a next generation global social media platform service 
that allows anyone to learn and create music. We are a K-Global 300 
certified corporation by Korea government and a member of KIC SV

CEO Seung-taek Yi
He received the BS and MS degrees in 
computer engineering from Seoul National 
University. He has researched and developed 
web based media technologies including 
video streaming and music composition.

About Mediacast

www.tune-made.com

cafe.naver.com/ims2018

www.facebook.com/love2playpiano




